To,
Hon. Secretary
IMA

Please include following activity of IMA Bhavnagar(Gujarat) in Next Bulletin of IMA

**Scientific Activity Recent Update Oncology**

1. 24-01-2016: Medicolegal update 2016 : one day seminar
   a. Speaker: Dr Hitesh Bhatt and Dr Gitendra Sharma
   b. Chief Guest: Dr Atul Pandya, President IMA GSB
   c. GMC Observer : Dr Jitubhai Patel
   d. PPS Information : Dr Bipin Patel
2. 03-02-2016: Action for your financial Well being
3. 10-02-2016 : Workshop on “Ma” and “Amrutam Ma” Yojana
4. 06-03-2016: Enivronment and Cancer : Public Seminar from 8.30 to 5.30 attended by 650 delegates

**Social Activity**

1. 12-01-2016: Women empowerment : Kite flying celebration for Female
2. 16-01-2016: Starting of project Yes I Can (training of non medical and paramedical for First Aid and CPR) till date trained 400 participants
3. 30-01-2016: Gandhi Olympiad
4. 07-02-2016: “Sarva Rog Nidan camp”
5. 15-01-2016: Launching of Cardiac Screening Camp for IMA Members
6. 04-02-2016: Really for awareness of Cancer
7. 09-02-2016 : Haemophilia patient meet and starting of Bhavnagar Chapter of Haemophilia
8. 13-02-2016: sensitization of 1000 adolescent girls for breast cancer awareness by doing street dram on breast cancer by trust “Ek Sangh” from Khambhat
9. 18-02-2016: Starting of helpline for student to fight against stress of exam under project “ji-wish” of IMA GSB
10. 28-02-206: Wall Painting of 110 block of wall surrounding IMA Hall, participated by people of bhavnagar along with awareness of “Beti Bachao”
11. 28-02-2016: Rang Swara: open bhavnagar musical program for awareness of “beti Bachao”
12. 04-03-2016: Sensitization of print and electronic media reporter in first aid and CPR
13. 08-03-2016: Celebration of International Woman’s day by organising health education seminar at Mahila College
Note: Photographs are added in this mail and also separately in mail with subject medico-legal update

**IMA promotional activity:**
1) Falicitation of President IMA GSB, Dr Atul Pandya

**Cultural Activity:**
1) 14-02-2016 : Valentine day Celebration and Skit Performance

Dr. Chinmay Shah  
President, Indian Medical Association, Bhavnagar Branch  
Bhavnagar, Gujarat, India
Yes I Can

બાવનગર પ્રેસ ક્લબની પરસ્પરવચન મેળવવા માટે રાજાપુત્ર સિંહ, દ્રિદ રમણેશ સિંહની દેશીય ડીકોડર-ટ્રેનિંગ સામૂહિક માર્ગદર્શન સાથે માલિકી આપી

વિશેષ અંદાજે મણી

40% છૂટ
Launching of Project "के-दीश" Helpline for Exam Stress for Students

M. 9408123663
હાં તમારું શિક્ષક, પછી માગતા કિસ્સો મારી સાથ.

આપણી પ્રકૃતિ, પ્રજાતંત્ર સુપત્ના, આપણે લાભાદાર, પ્રજાતંત્ર સુપત્તિ (ઓફિસ).

હેમ કેવો હો શ્રયાસનો પીવાશ?

cાદુ છોડી વાલને કહે “જાય”?

ધૂમપાન અને તમાકુ બંધ કરો?

શા મેળ તમે હેમ મારો?